Gather photos (17 total)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 x 2</th>
<th>3 x 3</th>
<th>3 x 4 (P)</th>
<th>4 x 6 (P)</th>
<th>5 x 7 (L)</th>
<th>5 x 7 (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(P) = portrait  (L) = landscape

Getting Started:

- Gather any additional materials needed.
- Trim all zip strips and set aside. The zip strip is the ½” accent paper along the top of each sheet.
- Check the cut orientation below each cutting guide image. This will show you how to cut the paper, keeping the patterns on your project pieces facing the right direction.
- Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are project pieces. White pieces are leftover paper.
- As you cut the paper, sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.
Key:

= first cut | * = use back of paper | P = project

Cutting Diagrams:

zip strips

1B: 3 \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)
1C: 3 \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)
1I: 3 \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)
1J: 3 \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)
1R: 7 \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)
1X: 2\( \frac{1}{4} \) \( \times \) \( \frac{3}{4} \)

1D: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{4} \)

1H: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{2} \)

1P: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{2} \)

1S: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{2} \)

1L: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{2} \)

1M: 11 \( \times \) \( \frac{1}{2} \)

1Y: 4\( \frac{1}{4} \) \( \times \) 3

Cut-apart sheet

P2 Title

P2 Accent

P2 Accent

P3 Accent

P3 Accent

1Y: 4\( \frac{1}{4} \) \( \times \) 3
Assemble left page:
1. Use White Daisy cardstock for base
2. Attach 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F, 1G, 1H, 1I, 1J, and 1K, ⅛” apart
3. Attach 1L and 1M
4. Attach 1N
5. Attach photo with thin 3-D foam tape
6. Attach title
7. Embellish with Complements and puffy stickers
   Tip: Attach a few Complements with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension.

Assemble right page:
1. Use White Daisy cardstock for base page
2. Attach 1O, 1P, 1Q, 1R, 1S, and 1T
3. Attach 1U, 1V, and 1W
   Tip: Attach 1V with thin 3-D foam tape
4. Attach 1X
5. Attach photos
6. Attach 1Y
7. Embellish with Complements and puffy stickers
   Tip: Attach a few Complements with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension.
8. Add journaling
Assemble left page:

1. Use light Linen flower border paper for base page
2. Attach 2A and 2B
3. Attach photos to 2C, 2E, and 2G
4. Attach 2C with thin 3-D foam tape
   *Tip: Do not use foam tape on the sides so that other pieces can be tucked behind it in a later step.
5. Attach 2E to 2D and 2G to 2F
6. Attach 2D and 2F
   *Tip: Tuck slightly behind 2C, as shown.
7. Attach title and “happy” accent
   *Tips: Dovetail both ends of “happy” accent before attaching.
8. Embellish with Complements, washi tape, and puffy stickers
   *Tip: Attach a few Complements with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension.

Assemble right page:

1. Use Linen flower border paper for base page
2. Attach 2H and 2I
3. Attach 2J
4. Attach photos and 2K, 2L, 2M, and 2N
5. Add journaling on White Daisy cardstock strips and trim to fit
6. Attach journaling strips
7. Embellish with Complements, washi tape, and puffy stickers
   *Tip: Attach a few Complements with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension.
Assemble left page:
1. Use Glacier diamond paper for base page
2. Attach 3A and 3B
3. Attach 3C and 3D
4. Attach 3E
5. Attach photos
6. Attach banner accent with thin 3-D foam tape
7. Embellish with Complements, washi tape, and puffy stickers

Assemble right page:
1. Use Glacier diamond paper for base page
2. Attach 3F and 3G
3. Attach 3H and 3I
4. Attach photos
5. Attach 3K to 3J
   - Tip: Draw a border on 3K with a journaling pen.
6. Attach 3J
7. Attach “&” accent with thin 3-D foam tape
   - Tip: Dovetail one end of the White Daisy cardstock accent and draw a border on it with a journaling pen.
8. Embellish with Complements and puffy stickers
9. Add journaling